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3
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1

▴
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25,118 pages of literature from publishers across Alberta

1  Dramatic Licence Translating Theatre from One Official
Language to the Other in Canada

3  

Ladouceur analyzes plays written and translated between 1961 and
2000, taking six works from each linguistic repertoire (English and
French), comparing the complexities of a translation process shaped
by the power struggle between Canada’s two official languages.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Paris provides a measure of excellence in many areas of culture,
and it is itself constantly being measured. This wide-ranging
discussion of the city’s history in 20th century literature and
thought will appeal to all those who love Paris.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

louise l adouceur

Intersecting Sets A Poet Looks at Science

2  

alice major

Major surveys the sciences of the past half-century — from physical
to cognitive to evolutionary — to shed light on why and how human
beings create poems.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

The Measure of Paris

stephen scobie

Understanding Earth’s Polar Challenges

4  

International Polar Year 2007-2008
ipy joint commit tee

This volume covers the development of ipy 2007–2008 for almost
a decade — from 2001 to the summer of 2010.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

biography&memoir
A lfalfa to Ivy Memoir of a Harvard Medical School Dean

1  

joseph b. martin

Martin, Albertan turned Dean of Harvard Medical School, gives his
perspective on academic politics and health care in Canada and the us.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Every Wolf’s Howl A Memoir

▴

isbn 978-1-55238-586-9 pb$44.95

isbn 978-0-88864-615-6 pb$27.99
▴

isbn 978-1-897181-44-7 pb$19.95

isbn 978-1-927063-16-3 pb$19.95

▴

Seeking the Summit

sy dney sharpe

The biography of an entrepreneur and philanthropist who supplied
ice to Calgary’s red light district at age five and went on to develop
construction, hotel, and casino businesses. Switzer is also known
for his charity and philanthropy. Proceeds to Heritage Park.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

Tangles A Story About Alzheimer’s, My Mother and Me

7  

sar ah leavit t

In this powerful memoir the New York Times called “a poignant
account,” Leavitt reveals how Alzheimer’s disease transformed her
mother, Midge, and her family forever.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]

We Gambled Everything The Life and Times of an Oilman

3  

8  

jal al barzanji

arne nielsen

From 1986 to 1988 poet and journalist Barzanji endured torture
and imprisonment under Saddam Hussein’s regime because his writing
openly explored themes of peace, democracy, and freedom. This
memoir is the first translation of his work from Kurdish into English.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

!0

Sam Switzer’s Story of Building and Giving

barry grills

The Man in Blue Pyjamas A Prison Memoir

9

6  

2  

Grills rescues Lupus, a dog who turns out to be mostly wolf, from
an animal shelter. This true memoir tells the moving story of their
incredible journey as they travel across Canada together.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]
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1

Nielsen’s expansive knowledge of geology and the oil industry made
him one of the most influential and well-known figures of his time.
“We gambled everything — our careers, our fortunes, the future of
our nation. It was like living on a frontier.” — Arne Nielsen
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Pursuing China Memoir of a Beaver Liaison Officer

4  

brian l. evans

Crucial events in late 20th-century Canada-China cultural relations
are revealed in this historian-diplomat’s engrossing memoir. “A richly
detailed and intimate account… [This] is the story of a man who, as a
boy, got inspired and chose to live that inspiration.” — Cha Magazine
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

The Reindeer Botanist Alf Erling Porsild, 1901–1977

5  

wendy dathan

This long-awaited biography traces the challenging and adventurous
career of a remarkable, little-known scientist who, in the end, earned
universal respect for his prodigious publications and intimate knowl
edge of the people, plants, and land around Canada’s Arctic Circle.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

Martini With a Twist Five Plays by Clem Martini

9  

clem martini

Absurdity reigns in award-winning author and playwright Clem
Martini’s newest collection of work spanning twenty years; five
utterly original one-act plays populated by elephants, ghosts,
whales, severed heads, and more.
newest press [newestpress.com]
!0  

Tango Noir Three Plays

rose scoll ard

Scollard, co-founder of Maenad Theatre, has 31 produced dramas.
Tango Noir, Bête Blanche, and Preservation Blues are three favourites.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

1

Euphoria & Dystopia

1  

The Banff New Media Institute Dialogues

edited by sar a diamond + sar ah cook

A compendium of some of the most visionary thinking about art
and technology to have taken place in the last few decades.
banff centre press [banffcentre.ca/press]

In Bed With the Word

2  

Reading, Spirituality, and Cultural Politics
daniel coleman

While reading is a deeply personal activity, it is also fundamentally
social and outward-looking. In Bed with the Word sparks with every
conceivable enticement for those who worry about living in a culture
of distraction and who long to reconnect with something deeper.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

The Healing Landscapes of Central and
Southeastern Siberia

3  

edited by david g. anderson

Documents healing traditions devised by people living in the
circumpolar north.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

Pessimism of the Intellect, Optimism of the Will

Science She Loves Me

7  

edited by mary anne moser

An engaging collection of texts and images that explores science as
expressed by individuals, artists, scientists, and teachers, from cafes
and classrooms all the way to theatre and Hollywood.
banff centre press [banffcentre.ca/press]

Selves and Subjectivities

8  

Reflections on Canadian Arts and Culture

edited by manijeh mannani + veronica thompson

By examining how writers and performers have conceptualized
and negotiated issues of personal identity in their work, the essays
collected in Selves and Subjectivities investigate emerging representations of self and other in contemporary Canadian arts and culture.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

The Spoken Word Workbook

Inspiration from Poets Who Teach

More than a book, this is a play-space where the audience becomes
the artist and artist becomes the audience. The title features inter
active exercises from seventeen professional spoken word artists.
banff centre press [banffcentre.ca/press]

Thing Feigned Or Imagined

5  

!0

jerry white

fred stenson

In the 1970s English Marxist/humanist art critic John Berger and
Swiss film director Alain Tanner collaborated briefly on several
film projects and produced a unique political cinema that was
critical yet optimistic.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

2

▴

In 1925, an Inuit crew from the Arctic manned the Jean Revillon from
Baker Lake to Shelburne, ns, for much needed repair. Roundtrip
documents the early relationships between Inuit and Nova Scotians.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

edited by sheri-d wilson

Revisioning Europe

▴

Roundtrip The Inuit Crew of the Jean Revillon

michelle davelu y

edited by david rondel + alex sager

The Films of John Berger and Alain Tanner

!0

6  

9  

Nielsen has engaged much of the best work in Anglophone political
philosophy, shedding light on many of the central debates and controversies of our time yet remaining a unique voice on the political left.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]
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isbn 978-1-89477-340-9 pb$20.00
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4  

The Political Philosophy of Kai Nielsen
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isbn 978-1-896445-47-2 pb$60 $50

1

A Self-Directed Course in the Craft of Fiction

Nationally and internationally acclaimed author Fred Stenson offers
an engaging take on the craft of fiction writing.
banff centre press [banffcentre.ca/press]

isbn 978-1-926836-87-4 pb$29.95

current issues
The Fast-Changing Arctic

1  

Rethinking Arctic Security for a Warmer World
edited by barry scot t zellen

International scholars and military professionals come together to
explore the strategic consequences of the thawing of the Arctic. Their
analyses of efforts by governments and defence, security, and coast
guard organizations make timely reading.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]
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1

5

Synergy, Healing and Empowerment

5  

Insights from Cultural Diversity

richard k atz + stephen murphy-shigematsu

Drawing upon the diverse cultural experiences of Aboriginal
groups in North America and around the world, this ground
breaking collection explores alternatives in the areas of
counseling, education, community health, and development.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Diversity, Culture and Counselling

6  

A Canadian Perspective

edited by fr ance, rodríguez, het t

Counsellors from a wide variety of backgrounds share their
practical perspectives on subjects such as treating Muslim
clients, the role of traditional healing methods in Aboriginal
culture, and helping immigrant children cope with accultur
ation in the school system.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

Follow the Money Where is Alberta’s Wealth Going?

2  

kevin taf t, mel mcmill an, junaid jahangir

Alberta’s most insightful political commentator is back with another
essential book. Taft follows the money to uncover why Alberta —
one of the richest places on earth — still talks poor when it comes to
public services.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Humanizing Security in the Arctic

3  

edited by davelu y, lévesque, ferguson

Explores various forms of (in)security in the Arctic: institutional
security, identity and culture, law and governance, health and
education, resources and economy, language and lifestyle, food
security, and sovereignty.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

labour studies
The Wages of Relief

4  

Cities and the Unemployed in Prairie Canada, 1929–39
eric strikwerda

Probing the mindset of local elites struggling in extraordinary circum
stances, The Wages of Relief describes the enduring impact of the
policy changes made in the 1930s in the direction of a broad, national
approach to unemployment — an approach that ushered in Canada’s
modern welfare system.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

13 Ways To Kill Your Community

7  

doug griffiths + kelly clemmer

If you want to drive away people, eliminate jobs, and
completely destroy your community, here is a handy manual.
Or, if you want to promote growth, prosperity, and a healthy
future, you too can benefit. Just follow the advice in reverse.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

Social Democracy After the Cold War

8  

edited by bryan evans + ingo schmidt

The case studies of this volume point to a social democracy
that has confirmed its rupture with the postwar order and
its role as the primary political representative of working
class interests. Once marked by redistributive and egalitarian
policy perspectives, social democracy has, the book argues,
assumed a new role — that of a modernizing force advancing
the neoliberal cause.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]
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Sefer

6  

ewa lipsk a
translated by barbar a bogoczek + tony howard

Blackbirds

1  

garry ryan

Ryan, award-winning author of the Detective Lane series of mystery
novels, debuts the first book in a new trilogy about young Sharon
Lacey, a Canadian girl who becomes an raf pilot during the Blitz.
newest press [newestpress.com]

The Crimes of Hector Tomás

2  

ian colford

Set in South America under a brutal military regime, The Crimes
of Hector Tomás is an epic novel about disappearance, deception,
and betrayal: once you make your choices, you can never go back.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]

Dance, Gladys, Dance

3  

cassie stocks

The uplifting story of a woman, 27-year-old Frieda Zweig, whose
uncanny connection with a kindred spirit named Gladys causes
her to see her life in a new way — as anything but ordinary.
newest press [newestpress.com]

Good to a Fault

4  

marina endicot t

Clary Purdy’s life takes a sharp left turn when she crashes into
a beat-up car that was carrying an itinerant family of six to Fort
McMurray. A finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]

Seen Reading

Poetic, witty, and ever so faintly surreal, Sefer delicately explores
the legacy of the Holocaust for the postwar generation, a
generation for whom a devastating history has grown distant,
both temporally and emotionally. One of Poland’s best-known
poets, Ewa Lipska is today a major figure in European literature.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

The Shore Girl

7  

fr an kimmel

Young Rebee Shore’s life is fragmented. Forever on the move,
dragged around rural Alberta by her dysfunctional mother, she
touches everyone she meets — family, friends, teachers, strangers —
leaving indelible marks in her wake.
newest press [newestpress.com]

Swallow

8  

theanna bischoff

Upon the death of her troubled younger sister, teacher Darcy Nolan
grapples with their frequently fraught relationship. A lyrical exami
nation of those left behind after traumatic events, told with care and
affection by the author of Cleavage.
newest press [newestpress.com]

Western Taxidermy

9  

barb howard

Tender, satirical, and occasionally absurd, Howard’s Western
Taxidermy is a perfect introduction to one of Western Canada’s
most high-spirited literary voices. These sixteen stories effortlessly
balance wry social commentary and prairie gothic.
newest press [newestpress.com]

While the Sun Is Above Us

5  

!0  

julie wilson

mel anie schnell

A collection of microfictions — really short stories — that were
inspired by people reading on public transit.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]

4

In war-torn Sudan, two women’s lives are changed forever when
chance brings them together in a brief but profound moment.
freehand books [freehand-books.com]
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The Office Tower Tales

1  

6  

j. fisher

alice major

iii is about the dread, absence, and anguish a thirty-something
man can experience of lust, art, and death. It has a lot to say about
alcohol, drugs, and the politics of sex. Then again, it might just be
about girls.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

33 Million Solitudes

In this ambitious long poem, Major exemplifies the redemptive force of
story. Through the light-hearted interplay of such literary touchstones
as Chaucer, The Thousand and One Nights, and Greek myth, readers
meet three women who share tales during coffee breaks.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

’Tis Pity

2  

7  

ali riley

david bateman

Breaking down and remixing familiar Canadian icons like The
Hudson’s Bay Company and Susannah Moodie’s Roughing It
in the Bush, the poet finds that wanderlust, geography, solitude,
and a thirst for exploration still underlie the Canadian spirit.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

A ny Bright Horse

Part off-Broadway show without a cast, part bungalow for genderdysphoric bachelorettes, ’Tis Pity is furnished with poems that dart
lyrically in and out of each other, bumping like herds of chameleons
racing through a self-elegiac labyrinth toward an unspecified finish line.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

Too Bad Sketches Toward a Self-Portrait

3  

8  

lisa pasold

robert kroetsch

Inspired by The Book of Wonders, Pasold uses Marco Polo’s stories
about Afghanistan, Russia, and China to speculate on the transformative effect of journeys. 2012 Governor-General’s Award finalist.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

dear Hermes...

A candid walk through the corridors of the poet’s remembering.
“This book is not an autobiography. It is a gesture toward a self-portrait,
which I take to be quite a different kettle of fish.” — Robert Kroetsch
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Viewing Tom Thomson A Minority Report

4  

9  

michelle smith

kevin irie

Smith’s poems showcase a wide-ranging fascination with places,
people, and story. Framed by imaginative travelogues addressed
to Greek gods, dear Hermes… offers readers an escape and an
entrance — out of time and into the poet’s luminous experience.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

kiyâm

What is the place of an early 20th century landscape Canadian painter
in the increasingly urban, multicultural world of 21st century Canada?
To Japanese-Canadian poet Irie, Tom Thomson emerges as a source of
inspiration, intrigue, admiration, and ire.
frontenac house

Wells

5  

!0  

naomi mcilwr aith

jenna butler

“[McIlwraith] detours around historical attitudes, attempting to
write in both [English and Cree], in a pilgrimage of transcribing
and transliteration, circumventing the many obstacles of self and
society in order to do so.” — The Prairie Journal
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

Butler draws on her own experiences of her grandmother’s disappear
ance into senile dementia to reassemble a sensual world in long-poem
form that positively crackles with imagery and rhythm. This is for
readers who crave a deft style charged with honest emotion.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

poetry

5

research&education
Administrative Discretion in Education

1  

edited by michael manley-casimir + alesha d. moffat

What is involved in the exercise of discretion by educational
administrators? This collection of papers furthers research into
this important question. It presents seminal work from scholars
and graduate students, as well as analyses from other disciplines.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

The Art of University Teaching

2  

george melny k + christine mason sutherl and

New university professors will find guidance and insight in these
essays, which trace the many ways that professors have achieved
excellence. This collection also contains reflections by students.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Creative Arts in Research for Community
and Cultural Change

3  

edited by chery l mclean + robert kelly

These illustrative articles describe the creative arts in research
and practice within neighbourhoods, villages, and cities for
community and cultural change.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Educating for Creativity A Global Conversation

4  

edited by robert kelly

Take a journey to the most innovative schools on the planet to
witness creative practice in action, with examples from early
childhood to post-secondary levels.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Exploring the Math and Art Connection

5  
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1

Social Work in Africa Exploring Culturally Relevant

6  

Education and Practice in Ghana
linda kreitzer

This book addresses the history of social work in Africa, particularly
Ghana; the domination of western knowledge in the field; and the
need for culturally and regionally informed teaching resources and
programs relevant to the current African context.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

business&economics

Cross-Media Ownership and Democratic
Practice in Canada

7  

Content-Sharing and the Impact of New Media
walter c. soderlund et al.

This is the first in-depth analysis of major French- and EnglishCanadian news companies to show the impact of cross-media
ownership on the diversity of new content. Surprisingly, the study
lays to rest fears over content convergence, and examines why.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]
8  Herbert Has Lots for a Buck How 12 Small Prairie
Towns Reinvented Themselves for the 21st Century

elizabeth mcl achl an

Canada’s small prairie towns face a difficult struggle in the turbulent
new economy, many losing the fight to preserve jobs, services, and
population. But these twelve have found ways to thrive, thanks to
ingenuity, outside-the-box thinking, and a little bit of luck.
newest press [newestpress.com]

medicine
Pathology Review

Teaching and Learning Between the Lines

9  

Through innovative teaching strategies and more than 100 rich
learning experiences, Jarvis and Naested give teachers a wealth of
engaging tools to explore the math/art connection with students.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Pathology Review is the newest and most comprehensive review
guide for pathology licensing exams in Canada, the United States,
and the United Kingdom.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

daniel jarvis + irene naested

6
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art&photography
Canadian Folk Art to 1950

5  

A lberta’s Lower Athabasca Basin

1  

Archaeolog y and Palaeoenvironments
edited by brian m. ronaghan

A fascinating story of how a catastrophic ice age flood left behind
a unique landscape in the Lower Athabasca Basin, one that made
deposits of bitumen available for surface mining. Less well known
is the discovery that this flood also produced an environment that
supported perhaps the most intensive use of boreal forest resources
by prehistoric Native people yet recognized in Canada.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

The Boreal Herbal

2  

Wild Food and Medicine Plants of the North
beverley gr ay

An indispensable guide to identifying and using northern plants
for food and medicine: profiles, photographs, recipes, harvesting
guides, glossaries, index.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

Parks, Peace, and Partnership

3  

Global Initiatives in Transboundary Conservation
edited by quinn, broberg, freimund

This book explores the development of transboundary protected
areas and peace parks such as the established Waterton-Glacier
International Peace Park, the more recent Great Limpopo
Transfrontier Park, and the proposed Siachen Peace Park.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

Winter in Fireland A Patagonian Sailing Adventure

4  

nichol as coghl an

After tough assignments as a Canadian diplomat abroad, Coghlan
and his wife Jenny unwind by sailing Bosun Bird, a 27-foot sailboat,
from Cape Town, South Africa, across the South Atlantic and into
the stormy winter waters around Tierra del Fuego, South America.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

john a. fleming + michael j. rowan

Immerse yourself in more than 425 previously unpublished colour
photographs of Canada’s disappearing traditional folk art.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

In This Place Calgary 2006–2012

6  

george webber + aritha van herk

Webber frames images of the overlooked, the feral, the discarded,
the unexpected and mysterious. Van Herk’s strong gritty text
complements and extends this unusual view of a changing Calgary.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]

sports

Game Plan A Social History of Sport in Alberta

7  

k aren l. wall

A superb display of words and images underpins this first compre
hensive history of sport in Alberta. Game Plan touches on more than
just heroic achievements: it reveals the spirited heart of individual
players, their teams, their organizations, and their communities.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

The Grads Are Playing Tonight! The Story of the

8  

Edmonton Commercial Graduates Basketball Club

m. ann hall

Between 1915 and 1940 the amazing Edmonton Grads dominated
women’s basketball in Canada. Coached by J. Percy Page, they played
over 400 official games, losing only 20. The story of the Edmonton
Grads will enthrall fans of sport history and women in sport.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Taking the Lead Strategies and Solutions from Female Coaches

9  

sheil a robertson

In an extensive and frank exploration, leaders in women’s coaching
discuss key issues for women in the coaching profession.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

7

Canada’s Constitutional Revolution

russell f. tay lor

The Do-Gooders

A History of the Calgary Local Council of Women, 1895-1975

lillian maclennan + marjorie barron norris

The Do-Gooders, a rich source of information on the history
of women in Calgary and Canada, focuses on the Calgary
Local Council of Women.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Doing What’s Best for Kids

3  

A History of Fort McMurray Public School District No. 2833
john gilpin

Doing What’s Best for Kids is a centennial history of the Fort
McMurray Public School Board, one of the most important
social institutions in the history of the city.
brush education [temerondetselig.com]

Heavy Burdens on Small Shoulders

4  

The Labour of Pioneer Children on the Canadian Prairies
sandr a rollings-magnusson

A century ago on the Prairies, youngsters laboured alongside
their parents, working the land, cleaning stovepipes, and
chopping wood. Rollings-Magnusson uses dairies, letters,
and photographs to describe the kinds of work performed
and how each task fit into the family economy.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

isbn 978-0-88864-590-6 pb$27.99

In 1953 an epidemic of poliomyelitis struck Edmonton. Dr. Taylor
recounts his experiences as director of the program that dealt with
the worst medical emergency ever faced in northern Alberta.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Reel Time

6  

Movie Exhibitors and Movie Audiences in Prairie Canada, 1896 to 1986
robert m. seiler + tamar a p. seiler

From the first entrepreneurs who attempted to lure customers into
movie exhibition halls, to the digital revolution and its impact on
moviegoing, Reel Time highlights the pivotal role of amusement venues
in shaping the leisure activities of people across North America.
athabasca university press (au press) [aupress.ca]

This Wild Spirit Women in the Rocky Mountains of Canada

7  

colleen skidmore

This Wild Spirit explores a sampling of women’s creative responses —
in fiction and travel writing, photographs and paintings, embroidery
and beadwork, letters and diaries, poetry and posters — to their
experiences in the Rocky Mountains of Canada.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Wilderness and Waterpower

8  

How Banff National Park Became a Hydro-Electric Storage Reservoir
christopher armstrong + h.v. nelles

This engaging book explores how the need for electricity at the
turn of the century affected and shaped Banff National Park.
The narrative contains many unexpected twists and turns,
some interesting characters, and some surprising outcomes.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

Yukon Wings

9  

bob cameron

Thorough, authoritative, and filled with over 700 superb previously
unpublished photographs, Yukon Wings is an illustrated history of
the birth and development of the aviation industry in the Yukon.
frontenac house [frontenachouse.com]
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isbn 978-1-897181-62-1 pb$60.00

isbn 978-1-55238-634-7 pb$34.95

4

Polio ’53 A Memorial for Russell Frederick Taylor

5  

barry l. str ay er

2  

8

▴

isbn 978-0-88864-587-6 pb$27.99
▴

7

1  

From 1960 to 1982, Strayer was instrumental in the design
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and
the patriation of Canada’s Constitution. This key legal
advisor gives an insightful contribution to Canadian history
and political memoir.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

▴

▴

3

isbn 978-1-926836-99-7 pb$44.95
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isbn 978-1-55059-438-6 hc$49.95

isbn 978-1-55059-437-9 pb$23.95

isbn 978-0-88864-687-3 pb$27.99
▴

2

isbn 978-0-88864-698-9 pb$9.99

1

Countering Displacements

1  

The Creativity and Resilience of Indigenous and Refugee-ed Peoples
edited by daniel coleman et al.

The essays in this collection explore the activities of two
populations of displaced peoples that are seldom discussed
together. Rather than focusing on victimhood, the authors
focus on the creativity and agency of displaced peoples, thereby
emphasizing capacity and resilience.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Narratives of Citizenship

2  

Indigenous and Diasporic Peoples Unsettle the Nation-State
edited by aloys n.m. fleischmann et al.

Examining various cultural products — music, cartoons, travel
guides, ideographic treaties, film, and especially the literary
arts — the contributors of these thirteen essays invite readers
to conceptualize citizenship as a narrative construct, both in
Canada and beyond.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]
3  Natives and Settlers Now and Then Historical
Issues and Current Perspectives on Treaties and Land Claims in Canada

edited by paul w. depasquale

This collection reinterprets treaty making and land claims from
Aboriginal perspectives. These five essays not only provide
fresh insights to the interpretations of treaties and treaty-making
processes, but also examine land claims still under negotiation.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

The People Who Own Themselves

4  

Aboriginal Ethnogenesis in a Canadian Family, 1660-1900
Now available in softcover, this award-winning book reconstructs
250 years of a Métis family’s history across a substantial area of
North America.
university of calgary press [ucalgary.ca/ucpress]

isbn 978-1-896445-49-6 pb$50.00

9781552386606
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aboriginalissues

heather devine

4

isbn 978-1-896445-59-5 pb$60.00
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pb$39.95

isbn 978-0-88864-686-6 pb$31.99

isbn 978-0-88864-618-7 pb$31.99
▴

isbn 978-0-88864-592-0 pb$34.95
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isbn 978-0-88864-523-4 pb$8.99

1

Planning Co-Existence

5  

Aboriginal Issues in Forest and Land-Use Planning

edited by marc g. stevenson + david c. natcher

Explores the current state of land use planning in Canada, what may
be required to meet the Crown’s legal and fiduciary obligations in these
processes, and issues of central importance to Aboriginal peoples.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

The Sasquatch at Home

6  

Traditional Protocols & Modern Storytelling
eden robinson

An intimate look into the intricacies of family, culture, and place.
Robinson’s disarming honesty and wry irony shine through as she
tells her delightful, poignant, and sometimes quirky tales.
university of alberta press [uap.ualberta.ca]

Talking Tools

7  

Faces of Aboriginal Oral Tradition in Contemporary Society
patrick scot t

Chronicles some of the stories heard during the Berger Inquiry to
illustrate the Dene worldview. Explores how storytelling revitalized
the Dene and created a revival of grassroots democracy in Canada.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]

Those Who Know 20th Anniversary Edition

8  

dianne meili

First published in 1991, Meili’s Those Who Know remains an essential
portrait of Alberta’s native elders. In this 20th anniversary edition,
Meili supplements her original text with new profiles and interviews
that further the collective story of these men and women.
newest press [newestpress.com]

A Thousand Years of Whaling

9  

A Faroese Common Property Regime
seán kerins

Explores Faroese whaling, its ability to maintain itself and sustainably
manage the resource on which it is based, and to respond to claims of
animal rights and environmental organizations against the practice.
canadian circumpolar institute (cci press) [cci.ualberta.ca]
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